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The Levant has not so far been represented among our Outstanding Covers, and we have
selected this postcard for its scarce R.O.P.i.T. cancellations and for the added interest of its
franking by three countries.
The pair of 2k. stamps is on horizontally laid paper and is cancelled by the double
circular "R.O.P.i.T. ATHON 4 APR. 1899" obliteration. The postcard was addressed to Sal_onica
and the d.6. "R.O.P.i.T. SALONIKI 5 APR. 99" is seen in the upper left-hand corner.
·
It may be of interest to detail the rest of the franking. The 4k. paid; of course,
carriage from the R.O.P.i.T. office on Mont Athos to their office in Salonica. Here the card
was re-addriessed to Athens, Mr.Beurikdjian the addressee, having gone there to stay with Mr. Th.
Riga, and the Turkish 5p./10p. stamp, cancelled 25th. April, was put on to pay for the
forwarding.' On arrival in Athens, the card received a 2 lep. Greek stamp, cancelled "Athens 2",
because the Greeks, still at daggers drawn (literally!) with the Turks, refused to recognise
the Turkish stamp,.
By this time, Mr.Beurikdjan had gone home, so Mr. Riga put on a 10 lep.
stamp, now cancelled "ATHENS 5, 24 May" and posted it back to Salonica. When the card
arrived, the Turks in their turn refused to recognise the Greek stamp and put on an en~~rcled
"T" to denote postage due and a 20 p. postage due stamp, which bears the cancellation of 12th.
June, more than two months after the card left Mont Athos.
On the other side of the card
there is _a coloured illustration of the Island of Mont Athos, which, as is well known, was
inhabited entirely by monks, all females being prohibited. There is also a message in French
"You will receive the caviar to-day". We wonder if he ever got that postcard after all or the caviar !
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PREF.ACE

This article does not pretend to be an exhaustive study of the Travelling Post Offices
It is based on stamps and covers we have in our
respective collections and on information from official sources.
There are probably many
types we have not yet seen.
and Railway postmarks in use in Finland.

Due to printing difficulties, we have been unable to reproduce Swedish names with
vowels properly modified.
We have also had to adopt the convention of putting Russian
equivalents in brackets, i.e. the Russian "i." is written (G).

LANGUAGES. En'C.
From
Sweden, but
were spoken
about s% of

the 16th. century until the beginning of the 19th. , Finland was a Grand Duchy of
Both Swedish and Finnish languages
and are, in fact, both official languages to-day despite the fact that only
the population apeak Swedish as their natural tongue.

in 1809 it became a Grand Duchy of Russia.

Swedish place names are found chiefly on the west coast and in the south-western
districts; in these places the Finnish eqLd.valent is added after the Swedish whereas in the
rest of F~and the reverse is usual.
During the ~eriod of russification at the end of the
last centµry, Russian was added for the first time ll894) to postmarks tlrus creating
trilingual cancellations, which continued in use until the War of Liberation in 1917.
A large rmmber of place names begin with the letter "H", both in Finnish and Swedish.
The Russians have no aspirate . in their language, therefore they use their "G" or "X" when
translating foreign proper names.
Duri:r:g the last war, "Hitler" always appeared as "Gitler".
Helaingfors starts with "G", Hango with "X".
As will be seen later, this has a significance
when studying T.P.O.'s.
GEOGRAPHICAL

The following towns am villages are listed with their Finnish and Swedish names;-
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FINNISH.

SWEDISH.

1Ielsinki
lfflmeenlinna
Hanko

Helsingfors
Tavastehus
Hango

HyvinldUl

Hyvinge
Karie
Kervo
Gamlakarleby
Willmanstram
Lovisa
s.t.Michel
Uleaborg
Bjarna
Jakobstad
Portom

Karjaa
li:erava
'Kokkola
Lappeenanta
hoviisa
Mikkeli
Oulu

PerniB
Pietarsaari
Porttikylfi

NOTES;-

FINNISH.

Pori
Porvoo
Raahe
Savonlinna
Sipoo
Sortavala
Tammisaari
Tampere
Tornio
Turku

Uusikaarlepyy
Uusikaupunki
Virrat
Wiipuri

SWEDISH.

Bjorneborg
Borga
Brahestad
Nyslott
Sibbo
Sordavala
Ekenas

Tammerfo~s
Tornea
Abo
Nykarleby
Nystad .
Virdois
Viborg

"Wiipuri" is e,lso spelt "Viipuri".

Also note S:t. Michel.

RAILWAY ROUTES.
For the benefit of those who collect up to the beginning of the Republic only,
we have divided the railway routes into two sections;(a)

Routes in existence immediately prior to the first World War.

(b) Routes in use at the present time. The routes over those sections in Eastern
Finland which were ceded to Russia after .the Winter War of 1940, by the armistice of Moscow
1940, are omitted.

(a)

(i)Helsingfors to St.Petersburg
via Kerava (junction for Porvoo).
Via Hyvinldlli (junction for Karjaa which is linked by rail with Helsinki,
Hanko and Turku)
via Riihimt.Uci. (for Tammerfors - see (ii))
via Lal1ti (for Loviisa and Valko also a 4 kilometre branch to Niemi).
via Kouvola (for Kajaani and Kotka; the latter line branches at Inkeroinen
for Hamina on which branch a line turns off at Kiumi for Karhula).
via Simola for Willmanstrand.
via Viipuri (where a line branches to Sortavala, Joensuu and Nurmes, with
junctions at Antrea for Imatra and at Elisenvaara for Nyslott).

(ii)Tampere to Riihimllld. with junction at Toijala for Turku (Toijala-Turku line
has a junction at Humppila for Forssa).
(iii)Tampere to Peipohja where lines branch (a) to Raumo
(b) to Pori and Mantyluoto.

(iv)Tampere to Tornea via
Vilppula
Haapa,rJiki
Sein!ijoki
Kovjoki
Berul88
Lappi
Kemi

(b)

(branch
(branch
(branch
(branch
(branch
(branch
(branch

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Mantta)
Suolahti)
Nikolaistad)
UusikarlepY7)
Pietarsaari)
·
Raabe)
Rovaniemi)

Helsinki-Parikkala via Lappi and Lappeenranta.
Helsinki-Turku.
Turku-Toijala.
Toijala-Tampere.
Tampere-Pori with branch from Peipohja to Rauma.
"
Pori-Haapamfild..
Haapamlild-Pie~Hmfild via JyvM.skylM. and with branch for Jyvttskyl!l to A!lnekoski.
Helsinki-Seinajoki via Hameenlinna and Tampere.
SeinM.joki-Kristiinankaupunki with branch line from Perfilli to 'Kaskinen.
Seinlij oki-Vaasa.
Seiruij oki-Tornio
Kemi-Kemijoki.
Oulu-Joensuu.
Joensuu-Niirala.
Joensuu-Pieka!l.mfild.
Kouvola-Kuopio via Mikkeli and Pieks!!maki.
Kuopio-Iisalmi.
Helsinki-Luoma (this was the stop where the line entered the territory around
Porkala, the base leased to Russia and since returned to Finlam.).

POSTMARKS OF THE RAILWAY ROUTES.
A list, said to be compiled from official sources, has been in circulation for

sometime giving the following;B - K

H- I
H-K
H-K-H
H-K-K
H-P-J
H-T-H
I - y

J-H
J-N
J - p
J - s

K-T
L-H
P-H
p - K

Borga(Porvoo)-Kerava also Borga-Helsinki.
Hemina-Inkeroinen.
Hanko-Ka.rjaa.
Helsinki-Kerava.
Helsinki-Luoma.
Helsinki-Pieksfunlli.
Tampere-Haap'l!".:.'-t!d.
Iislllmi-Yliv:i.eska.
Jyvtiskyltl-Haapam!iki.
Joensuu-Nurmes.
Jyv!!skyltl-~ieks!!mfild..
Jyv!!skyltl-Alinekoski.
Kemi-Tornio.
Lahti-Heino la.
Pori-Haapamfild..
Pertllli-Kaskinen.

R-P
S-0-K
T - A

T - U

Rauma-Peipola.
Sein!lj oki-Oulu.
Tornio-Kauliranta.
Turku-Uusikaupunki.

There· :..re, however, other lettered routes which appear on pre-Republican stamps
and which do not appear in the preceding iist;II

J - J; H - B; L - L; M - K; K - K; H - T; H - H; T - S; T - H; 0 - N; A- T; T - T;HH - L.
In the course of this article, we shall discuss the above more fully after the
description of the various postmarks.

ROUTE NUMBERS.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
?.

s.

9.
9.
10.
10.
11.

12.
13.

(J-K~

i3. (J-N

13.
14. (J-K~
14. (J-N
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
23.
24.
24.
27.
28.
29.
30.
33.
34.

Helsinki-Parikkala.
Parikkala-Helsinki.
Helsinki-Kauklahti-Karjaa-Turku.
Turku-Karjaa-Kauklahti-Helsinki.
Helsinki-SeinM.joki.
Seinlijoki-Helsinki.
Vaasa-Oulu.
Oulu-Vaasa.
Kouvola-Kuopio.
Helsinki-Kouvola-Kuopio.
Kuopio-Kouvola.
Kuopio-Kouvola-Helsinki.
Tampere-Pori.
Pori-Tampere.
J oensuu-Niiral,<j. (V&tsil!!).
Joensuu-Valtimo.
PieksMm!!ki-Joensuu.
Niirala-(V&tsilll) Joensuu.
Valtimo-Joensuu • .
Helsinki-Hyvinldl.!i-E:i.nko.
Hanko-HyvinlrJ:lM-Helsinki.
Toijala-Turku.
Turku-Toijala.
Helsinki-Toij~la-Turku.
Turku-Toijala- ,i.,lsinki.
SeinMjoki-Kric !;iinankaupunki.
Kristiinanke xpunki-Seinlij oki.
Parikkala--He.apamfild..
Parikkala-Piolcs!l.m!!ki.
( night train).
Haaprun!iki-Pe.:::iJ<l{ala.
(night train).
Pieksl:imfilci-Parikkala.
Kouovla-Kotka.
Kotka-Kouvola.
Haapamliki-Jyv!iskyltl.
Jyv!l.skyl!i-Haapamt\ki.
Turku-Uusikaupunlr.i.
Uusikaupunki-Turku.
1
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35.
36.
37.
38.

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Kuopio-Rontiom!lld.-Valtimo.
Valtimo-Kontiom!Uci-Kuopio.
Kuopio-Kontiomfild.-Oulu.
Oulu-KontiAm!Uci-Kuopio.
JyVlislcylli-A!inekoski.
Afl.nekoski-Jyvlislcylli.
Pori-Haapamlli.
Haapamfilci-Pori.
Oulu-Rovaniemi.
Rovaniemi-Oulu.
Oulu-Kemijl!rvi.
Kemijl!rvi-Oulu.
Iisalmi-Ylivieska.
Ylivieska-Iisalmi.
Seinlijoki-Kemi.
Kemi-Seinlijoki.
Helsinki-Jyv!lskylli.
Jyvliskylli-Helsinki.

For convenience, we have divided postmarks into Basic Types, and then into SubTypes.

BASIC TYPE 1.

hl

FINSKA JERNVAGENS POSTKUPE EXPED.
Inscription is in capital letters with serifs.
The text usually begins at the bottom;
it is found less frequently starting at the to~, and, onoccasions, at the side.
It is found with train and wagon numbers lsuch as No. 2) or with wagon numbers only.
14 )
The following numbers are in the authors' collections;Text begins at top;Trai.n and Wagon numbers; 21/1, 33/1, 31/2, 35/3, 20/4, 14/4, 31/4, 38/5.
Wagon numbers only; 1, 2.
Text begins at top;Tr!'!in and Wagon numbers;Wagon numbers only;- 2, 3.

38/2.

ill

FINSKA JERNVAGENS POSTKUPE EXPEDITION.
Somewhat similar to (a) but letters are sans-serif capitals and the word 'Expedition'
is given in full.
Text begins at bottom;Train and Wagon numbers;

35/1, 35/2, 46/3, 45/6, 48/6, 45/7, 56/7.

Text begins at top;Train and Wagon numbers;- 1/2, 41/2, 1/3, 24/3, 35/3, 48/5, 50/5, 52/5, 53/5, 56/5, 56/
Wagon Numbers only;- 1, 3.
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Taken from the Official

~HHnRHACHIR
iKEJI't3HhlH ,l(OPOfH. -

Russian Railway Timetable

for 1912/1913.
Published in Oct. · 1912.
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F

D

E.

q.

POST STATION CANCELLATIONS

A

hl

FINSKA KUPE POSTEXPED.

Sans serif capitals.
Train aDi Wagon numbers;- 1/4, 14/4, 16/4, 25/4, 28/4, 35/4, 38/4, 41/4.
Wagon Numbers only;- 4.

ill

FINSKA POSTKUPEN.

Large sans serif capitals.
Text begins at bottom;Train and Wagon numbers;- 2/14, 14/15.
Wagon numbers only;2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.
Text begins at top;Train and Wagon numbers;- 14/7, 3/17.
Wagon numbers only;- 17.

hl

POST KUPEN NO. • • • FINLAND

SUOMI

The first two words are in the top half of the circle and are separated from the words
'Finland Suomi' in the lower half by two ornaments of four dots each. Sans serif capitals.
As in the earlier types, these postmarks are found with both train and wagon n'Ulllbers and
with wagon numbers only.
Train and Wagon numbers;- 1/15, 1/45, 2/16, 6/58.
Wagon numbers only;- 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.

ill

FINSKA POSTKUPEN

For the first time there are two horizontal lines enclosing the date and dividing
'Finska' in the top half from 'Postkupen' in the bottom half.
Sans serif letters.
Numbers include;- 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10.

hl

·pos'JlruPEN FINLAND

Similar to (r) but at the top appears the word 'Postkupen'; nt the bottom is 'Finlan:l'.
There is a star at each side. Above the date is the wagon number and below the date the
route;- H.-T. i.e. Helsinki-Tampere.
In this sub-type we have wagon numbers 5 and 6.

BASIC TYPE 2.
Starting with this type, a great change .comes over the postmarks.
The last decade of
the 19th. Century brought a period of attempted 'Russification' to Finland, and Russian
words appeared in the cancellations for the first time.
In the .bottom semi-circle, 'P (ost)
Wagon' is found in Russian characters.
The identifying route number is in both halves.
The semi-circular segments above and below the date are found with and without vertical lines,
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thus giving two sub-types.

Further sub-divisions are given below.

The two horizontal lines holding the date are found complete and also with the middle
This may have been intentional but in view of the long
.Part of one or both lines missing.
life of the postmark it is more likely to be due to damage to the bar.

hl

With Vertical Lines,
Stars at sides;- • 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20.
Letters at sides;- 5, 6.
Three stars at sides;- 7, 8.

ill

Without Vertical Lines.
Stars at sides;- 5, 6.
Letters at sides;- 5.

BASIC TYPE

3.

In this type 'Post Wagon' is found in its abreviated form in both Swedish and Finnish
in the top half of the circle and in Russian characters below.

hl

Small letters with the route number above and below the date.
Numbers;-

22, 24.

ill

Capital letters.
Swedish and Finnish above and crossed posthorns in place of the
Russian below.
The Wagon Number is found at the top of the circle, between the two
l~ages. Two black dots may be found either side of posthorns which indicate the
night journey where two journeys
Ntunbers;- 8, 9, 10, 12, 18, 20, 23, 34.
were made in 24 hours.

hl

S~lar to (b) but the inscription begins low down at the left side and finishes low
down on the right.
There is one posthorn only at the bottom.
Vertical lines ABOVE
the date. A black dot may sometimes be found below the date (same significance as the
two black dots recorded in subNumbers;26, 28, 38, 40, 47.
type (b) above.

ill

In this type there are vertical lines BELOW the date lines and the small letter 'i'
above the date line.
Number;-

hl

12.

The horizontal lines above and below the date extend to the outer circle, thus causing
the .words 'P.Vaunu P.Vagn' to be in smaller type.
Above the date line is the letter
'a'; vertical lines are found below the date line.
Crossed posthorns are in the bottom
part of the circle.
·
Number;-

12.
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ill

In this sul>-type, the inner circle is incomplete.
below the datet a single posthorn below.
Number;-

Thin vertical lines are above and

13.

1K)_ Similar to (f) but with bolder words and heavy vertical lines above the date lines.
Crossed posthorns in lower part of circle.
Numbers;-

ill

23, 24.

The last of these sub-mes is found in slightly varying sizes and has no inner circle
nor lines above and below the date.
There is one posthorn at the bottom.
This type has been extensively used since 1948 and the following numbers exist;-

1, 2,

4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 36, 44, 46, 52.

BASIC TYPE

hl

4.

( THE NAMED ROUTES) •

Similar to l(a).

Above the date;-

(i) train and wagon numbers.
(ii) wagon numbers only.

Starting at the bottom is HANGO - HYVINGE POSTKUPEN, sans serif, followed by an ornament.
Numbers;-

(~~t- 1/1,

4/2, 6/2, 4/1.

(nJ ;- 1.

ill

Similar tq l(f).
serif.

hl

In sans-serif letters at top. '.ABO - TOIJALA'; at bottom 'FINLAND' in similar lettering.
In this sub-type, the outer circle is formed of dots whereas in other sub-types it is
the usual continuous line.
A number of instances occur where the Roman numeral (month)
'V' is inverted.

ill

Sans-serif at top.
'KOUVOLA - KOTKA'.
Similar lettering at bottom, 'FINLAND'.
The Roman numeral for the month has serifs.
There is a varietf of this.
A bold 'E'
appears in the position occupied by the number l (basic type l(fJ).
The date is
situated lower than the centre of the circle.

.w.

At top 'H:FORS - T:FORS', sans serif, at bottom 'FINLAND', also sans

II

In sans-serif letters at top, 'N:STAD - 0.1~•, and in similar letters at bottom,
'FINLAND'.
Star on each side.
Above the date'P. K. 1 whilst below the date 'X. P.'
(note similarity to K.P.X.P. Basic type 2).
Top inscription signifies NikolaistadOstermyra.
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ill

Double circle as basic types (a),(c),(d) and (e). • Each side- - an ornament.
At top; 'H:FORS - ST. P.BURG'.
At bottom, in Russian characters 'F.P. VAGON' (Finnish
Mailcoach).
Date type; 14.viii.97.
Above the date; 'No. 1.' (also No. 2.)
Both '1 1 and '2' are found with a black blob below the date.
This is considered to
indicate either the return journey or a night journey - or, of course, both•

.w.

This is a variant of 4(f) for the same route.
There are vertical lines below the
date but where one usually finds corresponding vertical lines above the date, there
is a space occupied by 'No. 1.'
A 'No. 2 1 is also found.
We have no specimens
to indicate that any difference was made for the return (or night} jour:n,ey.

ill

In 1917, the abreviation 'ST. P. BURG' was changed to 'P. -GRAD' •
the postmark is exactly as 4(f).

ill

There is a T.P.O. from Helsinki to Rajajoki which is the last station in Finland on
the railwey to Leningrad.
There are crossed posthorns at the bottom, and the
inscription reads;
'P.Vaunu 1 Rajajoki - Helsinki P.Vagil 1 1
(Or with figure 1 2 1 )
A sub-type shows both placenames removed, leaving a long gap at the top.

BASIC

TYPE5.

In other respects

Similar to illustration of Basic Type 2(a).
At top 'Postilj.k.' and 2 route letters.
At bottom (in Russian) 'V.OTD' and 2 route letters. . With date type 21.x.97;Russian.
Star at sides
Sides empty

M.K.
J - J

M.K.
R (reveresed - ya) - I

With date type; 21.x.97 7e.;Star at sides

J-H

I-0 - X

H-K
H-B

X-K
(G)-)B)

K - I
L - 8

K -(I)
(L)- C

T- T

T- T

B-K
Sides empty

0.;. N
A - T
T - T

(B)- K

Greek E - H
A - T

T - T

(G)- L

H.;. L
H -.H

X-X

T - S
T - H

T -(G)

K-K

K-K

H - T
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T - C

(G)- T

ill

A variety of (a).

The tablet containing the date has a bulge each side.

Found in

hl

Date type;

22.v.99. 9i.
K-K

K-K

Similar, but instead of vertical lines, there is a star above and below the date.
Date type; 30.Iv.97.
· ·
Found in
J - J
Reversed R (ya) - I
Date type; 30.VII.OO. lOa. ;Star at side
H-B
J-H
Sides empty
R-P

(G)-tB)
I-0 - X
p

-(P)

The Republican issues are found with the Russian removed.

BASIC TYPE 6.
In 1946 a new type appeared in which the inscription is 'Postilj.v. (then
letters) Postilj.kup.'
The two circles are closer together than usual,
starts low down on the left side and finishes low down on the right, with
letters at the top and a single posthorn at the bottom.
Vertical lines
below the date but there are no horizontal lines to enclose the date.

identification
the inscription
the identification
are above and

Shortly after this postmark came into use a new one appeared which still appears
It consists of a single circle, without either horizontal or vertical lines above
or below the date.
The inscription and lettering are the same as in the 1946 type and
there i~ a single posthorn at the bottom.

(1957).

Routes;

H - K, J - •O, J - 6, 1 - H, R - K, S - 0 - K, T - U, J - H, P - H, H - K - K.

There is one postmark that does not fit in with the preceding Basic Types;Double Circle. Around the circle, sans serif, - 'HELSINGFORS POSTK. FILIAL'.
At- bottom,
Date type; 7
12
a star.

91

LEl'TERED ROUTES.

It will be noticed that some of the letters do not quite agree with the routes given,
i.e. J - S = Jyv~sk:yl~ - Afinekoski.
We have insufficient «overs to prove some of these
routes so if members can shed ony light on the problem, we shall be glad to hear from them.
Presumably .11 -T replaced the named route Abo-Toij ala.
do.
0 - N
do.
Nikolaistad-Ostermyra.
do.
H- T
do.
Helsinki-Tampere.
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Presumably K - K replaced the named route Kouvola-Kotka.
do.
H - H
do.
Hanger-Hyvinge.
H - K (X - K) mey be Hango-Karis; II - K - · His probably Helsinki-Kerava-Hyvinkal!;
H - T - H could be HelsiDki-Tampere-Haapamfild.; J - S might refer to Jyv!!.slcylU.-SUolahti, the

8-

latter being the station Before A!nekoski; S K might be Sein!1jol:ir0ulu..,.Kemi.
T- A
has been suggested as Tornio-.Aavasaksa which is ¥be railway line just before Kaul.iranta•
.Aavasaksa is a popular centre from which to view the midnight sun as the village stands on
high . ground.

We have been unable to prove the routes J - J, H - B, L - L, M - K, T - .T, T - S,
neither have we been able to put forward a theory.

RAILWAY STATION POSTMARKS.
Double circle, inner broken by date lines.
Vertical lines above and below the date.
Date type;- 16.IV.94. 9f.
At top, placename in Finnish+ R.A.
i1.t bottom,
placename in Russian+ ZH.D.
(R.ii.. = Rautitie Asema (Railway Station).

ill

Double circle. Vertical lines above and below date.
Date type;- 23.v.06.
PlacenamE
in Swedish + B; placename in Finnish + ji.s.; placename in Russian + Zl!.D., with a star
between each name.
B = Bangard, and As = .Asema (both meaning Railway Station).

ill

Similar but name in Finnish + As. and in Russian + ZH.D.
The Swedish name is
translated into Russian, thus one finds 'Lappeenranta' and, in Russian, 'Vilmanstrand'.

ill

Double circle, inner broken by date line.
Vertical lines above and below the date.
Date type;- 22.X.29. 17.
At top, name in Finnish+ As.
At bottom, a posthorn.

ill

Double circle, vertical lines above and below date lines.
Date type;- 16.V.20. 12a.
Placename in Finnish+ As.; placename in Swedish+ B.
At bottom, crossed posthorns.

ill

Douhle circle, inner broken by date lines.
Vertical lines above and below date.
Date type;- 15.v.93. le.
At top, name in Swedish+ B; at bottom, name in Russian
+ ZH.D.

ill

Double circle, inner broken by date lines.
Vertical lines above and below date.
Date type;- 19.IV.93. le.
At top, placename in Swedish (in genitive), at bottom,
'Bil.NGARD'.
So far we have found;Wiborg, Uleaborg and Nikolaistad.

ill

Similar to (G) but placename in Swedish+ st.
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Bottom empty.

POST STATIONS (RAILWAYS).

hl

ill

Double circle.
Around the circle 'TAMMERFORS',
at bottom,
'P.ST'.
The date is
only indicated by the year, i.e. '90'.
Presumably the Post Office officials were
supposed to complete as one finds day and month added in script; many specimens nave
the year only.
(A number of villages had postmarks in which the day and month were
open for completion in script, i.e. Toijala, Davidstad).
·
As

(A) but date type;-

14 906

fil

Double circle, around which 'HELSINGFORS POST STATION' •
2081 2

fil

Double circle, inner broken by date lines.
Top;- Placename.
Bottom;- 'POSTSTATION'.

Star at bottom.

Date type;-

Date type;.18.VI.93.
Found for Kuopio and Abo.

"STOP PRESS"
A single circle postmark has just been found dated 14.8.56~ posthorn at bottom whilst
at the top is;'JUNA No.52'.
(Juna is Finnish for train).

O

OO

ERRATA
The first page of illustrated cancellations (page 667) accompanying this
article shows (third line of 'Cancellations of the Railway Routes') two postmarks styled
"Type 3a" bracketed together.
This is in error.
The second and third cancellations on
this line are those which should be bracketed together, and are in fact two variations of
Type 3b, one showing capital letters and the other lower case letters.
Readers may therefore
wish to amend the illustration accordingly.
NOTE
For those specially interested, additional copies of this article on Finnish
Railway Cancellations (with illustrations) may be obtained, price 2/9d. each, post free,
or sets of illustrations only, price l/9d. post free.
Application should be made to
Mr. W.E.C.Kethro, 17 Edgecumbe Road, Redland, Bristol 6.
Proceeds to Journal Funds.

o

O

O
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It is always a thrill to open the box labelled "Samovar" and to gaze at the
imposing pile of letters, cards, and philatelic accumulations of the past few months.
The
correspondence has been answered, yet a second reading at times prompts a follow-up letter;
stamps, especially the Swiss, arrest the eye by their colour and beauty; packets of recent
issues are reverently set aside and placed in the albums; while the picture postcards are left
to linger on the table ~or additional viewing.
The Russian Easter cards are the prettiest
and the gayest of the lot, and bring back noatu].gic memories.
The favourite one is that
of a table laden with coloured easter eggs, paskas, kulitch, bottles of vodka, wines, huge
hams and fowl, and, of course, the ever present samovar.
There are others of village
scenes, paintings of Eastertime in the big cities, all in bright colours.
On the battles of
these cards are names and wishes from the emigres scattered all over the world.
On top of all the letters lies the clipping of the first couple of pages from
the "Stamps" magazine, December 8, 1956 issue, which described in great detail the annual
meeting of B.S.R.P. and Rossica in New York, which incidentally was a great success, and was
attended by an overflow crowd.
The theme of the meeting was the centenary of Russia No. 1,
and most of the programme was devoted to the jubilee stamp.
Editor of "Stamps", our member
Charlotte Downs, announved that a special number of "Stamps" will be issued during 1957
commemorating the event, and that your ~amovar will be the guest editor of that issue.

Fred W.Speers, publisher of California newspapers, and winner of many major
awards there for his fine zemstvo collection, informs in a series of letters the acquisition
of a block of four, Soroki, Nov. 1898, 3 kop., with the blue of the river and the castle
inverted; a block of ten of Bugulma 1903, 2 kop., printed on the guon~d side; and a Syzran
••••• the real thing, sa:ys Fred.
He also tells about his map of Russia (French) dated 1839,
scale 1;300,000, an enormous thing when spread out, folding into panels.
It was published
by J.Andriveau-Coryon, Paris.
This is indeed a great companion piece to the 1835 Atlas which
I had described in the last Samovar.

There has been a large number of excellent zemstvo holdings auctioned off in the
United States recently.
One of these was sold by Harmer, Rooke and Co. and this colleQtion
boasted of many rare and unique pieces.
Some were listed as ex-Faberge; Bielozersk 1878
2k. black on lilac; paper, only 24 .known; Bogorodsk 1894, 20k. grey blue, only a known; Chern
1871, 3k. black ·~nyellow, only four copies known; Novaya Ladoga 1869 error 5k • . red, 14
copies known; en-or.- ;.+ 25k. green, only 20 known; 1869, error 5 + 25k. red, only 5 exist;
Pereyaslav, _1878 "5" in red mas. on 3k. black on chamois, unused, part o.g., 7 copies known;
and Saratov, 1869 , 5k. dull blue on pelure paper, pen cancellation and red .Jbss. No.6a9·, only
6 copies known.
There are many pages of the catalogue which are filled with similar
rarities, but lack of space keeps us from giving the complete listing.
While we are on the subject of auctions, we should mention one which featured
airmails.
Russian Airs fetched nice prices; 1,200m on 50k., type II unused, $500; 5R. green
of 1923 with wide "5", $110; 50k. violet brown of 1931-2, imperf. (San. No. 40), il80; 15k.
imperf. pair (San. No. 52), $100; lOk. Trans-Polar Flight of 1938, imperf. pair, ~00; similar
pairs of 40k. and 50k. (san. Nos. 99a, .lOOa), $125 each.
.
The Trans-Polar flight reminds us of a nice item received recently from Lester
S.Glass, our member-dealer in California.. It is a scarce North Pole cover from the drifting
station "North Pole" showing the lR. and 2R. airpost stamps with "North Pole"-Moscow-1955".
There are three North Pole postmarks, black framed MEJDUNARODNOE ( actually meaning "international"), and a registration cachet which is 'Pole Nord - 6, N.4' in two lines.
The envelope is
a beautifully coloured landscape, or shall we say icescape, showing the drifting station on the
pole.
This is a rather scarce addition to the airpost album, and I know of only six people
in the U.S. who have it: Kurt Adler showed me one, secured abroad, and I believe Fred Speers,
Art Shields, Dr. Rand, and Lester Glass are the other lucky ones.
Those who have these
covers who are not mentioned now, please send in your names and descriptions of your covers.
so that we mey form a definite report on this philatelic item.
As soon as the covers come
back from the Russian station on the South Pole region, or Antarctica, we shall try to pass
the information about them to you.
Our steady correspondent E.Marcovitch, of Caracas, Venezuela, sends a large number
of photographs of· covers bearing 'PYB' overprints from his fabulous collection of same,
collected during the time of use of these interesting provisionals.
This material, plus the
extremely detailed information in the early Soviet philatelic journals will form a basis for
an article in the dim future, when this samovar ceases to huff and puff from overwork.
Jack Posell, another loyal scribe, forwards a present of a full sheet of vinietki or labels
of French manufacture, showing various World War I allied rulers, political and military
leaders.
Jack will soon visit Europe with the Cleveland Orchestra.

At the bottom of the philatelic box we find a few journals with articles of use
to our members.
Bulletin of the Polonus Philatelic Society carried "Historical Fragments
of the Polish Postal System" by Joseph A.Borkowski; March 1957.
This was reprinted from
"Stamps" 23.2.57.
Linn's Weekly Stamp News, 18th. Feb., had a fine article by E.Nowak Sr.
"The Tranistion in Polish Postal History".
Crimean War specialists should see the 1st. Dec.
1956 "Stamps" for "An American During the Crimean War" by Sybil Morgan, while the 5th. January
issue of the same magazine carried "American Officers in the Crimea" by Frank Kosik.
The 8th. December issue of "Weekly Philatelic Gossip" carried a photo of a cover
flown on a British Comet II that flew from Moscow (R.A.F. Transport Command)(No.216 Squadron)
to London, as well as the front page story of Gen. Twining's visit to Moscow for the Air Show
on 24th. June 1956. Collectors tried to get covers flown on the Comet II, that time, but it
was R.A.F. Comet II that actually flew there.
Hence only a few covers were flown by the
Commanding Officer, Wing Cmder Sallick of 216 Squadron.
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The Phillip Kaplan Collection of Booklets and Booklet Panes sold by Nicklin of N.Y.
recently, had two items listed in the catalogue worthy of note for our members - the Russia
1909 73b, 75b, 78c, 1k. 3 panes x 6, 3k., 7k. 1 pane x 6.
Cover Black/Green.
Of
unquestionable rarity, and seldom seen.
Reg,I. $150.00.
Same in black and yellow at same
estimated price.
Too bad the Romanov booklets weren't there!
"Western Stamp Collector", 13th. Nov. and 15th. Dec. covered "Phantasies", ably
written by Stephen Rich, also "World War Labels", and both articles contained descriptions
of Russian items.
Interest in vinietki or labels is rapidly mounting in the United States,
and the philatelic press mirrors this interest.
Recently, W.Dennis Way, in his London Letter
discussed this phase of collecting, likewise "Productionwise" had an article by Stanley C.
Hollander taken from his book on history of labels.
"China Clipper" not so long ago had an
article py A.W.Bendig, ''Foreign Office Revenue Stamps Used in China" {July 1956, Vol. XX, No.5
p.95) and in it the author discussed the material previously written up by Messrs. Marcovitch
and Posell, our members, in the Rossica Journal.
Mr. Marcovitch at present is publishing
in the Rossica Journal a serialised catalogue of Russian labels, which will be followed by one
on revenues.
This is an answer to a great need, as Forbin's opus is obsolete, and often
inaccurate •••• if a copy of same can be purchased ! ,
Before we shut off the bubbling brew -from the noisy Samovar~ we must salute
James Negus for his "New Ideas in Publishing", in 'Stamp Collecting' 11th. Jan. 1957, in which
he suggests the use of small editions by mimeo, photostating, or carbon copy, instead of
luxury editions which have poor sales, and discourage philatelic writers.
Amen.
We heartily
agree !

0

0

0

NEW PUBLICATIONS
"STAMPS OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE USED ABROAD" by S.D.Tchilinghirian and W.S.E.Stephen, with a
Preface by Dr.A.H.Wortman.
The first part of this book is expected to be published early in August 1957.
The whole work will comI,trise about 400 pages, and 600 illustrations of cancellations used in
the 250 Russian Post Offices Abroad.
Part One will consist of 96 pages, with priced Check
Lists, and 120 illustrations, and will deal with the following sections, comprising about
80 Post Offices;CONST1\NTINOPLE, D1iliUBLili PRINCIPi.I,ITIES, BULGARIA iiliD ROUMELI1~.
The published price will be 30/- ($4.50 for U.S. and Canada), applicable to
all orders now received.
This Part One was offered to all Members who wished to subscribe to it in advance
of publication, at the specially reduced subscription price of 20/- post free, per copy, net,
applicable to all prepaid orders received no later than 30th. June 1957.
Orders for Part One, with remittances of 30/- (t4.50) per copy, should now be
sent to;- Mr.P.T.Ashford, 20 Bayham Road, Knowle, Bristol 4, England.
0

0
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P OL I S H

P OS T AL

S T AT I ONE RY

1 9 1 9
by Ronald P. Knighton

The series of
settings of the overprint
forgeries, it is regarded
in use in southern Poland

stamps lmown as the Krakow Issue is well lmown. With the many
'Poczta Polska' on the -Austrian stamps, and the great number of
as a difficult study.
Less well lmown is the postal stationery
at the same time.

It consists of the then current 1908-1918 Austrian Postal Btationery surcharged
'Poczta Polska' in two lines with a rhombus between them, and a "maze" below to obliterate
the old value, and with a new value placed still lower.
The values are as follows;(1) Letter cards lOh., 15h., and 20 heller, overprinted and surcharged 25 halerzy.
( 2) Post Cards 5h., 8h., and 10 heller overprinted and surcharged 15 ha1erzy.
To list only two new values is, however, an over-simplification.
The new values
have the currency Halerzy in abbreviated form and this can be found 'hal', 'hl' or simply 'h'.
It is found with a full stop in normal or in raised position, a connna, or without either.
The device to obliterate the old value on the letter-cards is a small solid
rectangle. On the post cards it is a maze or square design not unlike coiled rope, size
5 x 5 mm. or more usually a double 8~ze 9 x 5 mm.
The Austrian K.u.K. Feldpost cards also received the surcharge but here the value
is at both bottom left nnd right instead of bottom centre.
The obliterating maze in this
surcharge is on these corners while the new value, 15 h., is still in the centre.
These few notes are made from a study of items in
outline of what to look for in Polish Postal Stationery.

0

0

my

own collection and give an

0

NEW PUBLICATIONS
SPECIAL

CATALOGUE

PART
RUSSIA

ONE
IMPERIAL SECTION

The above is now printing.
It gives an exhaustive listing of proofs, essays,
errors, varieties and forgeries, with diagrams and illustrations.
Price 15/- (~2.15)
to members.
Orders with remittance to be sent to;Mr.J.H.Reynolds,
l Ermnanuel Road,
CAMBRIDGE.
O

O
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OBITUARY
WILLIAM ELLIS HUGHES
We mourn the loss of our very good friend and member, William E. Hughes, who
passed away on loth. March 1957.
Born in Sydney, N.s.w., in December 1879, Mr.Hughes came to England in 1900,
since when he has been engaged both in his own business as Manufacturer's Agent, and as
Compacy Director. A member of the Society since its earliest days, Mr.Hu,ghes r~gularly
attended the quarterly meetings until quite recently where his genial countenance 'and.
generous disposition endeared him to all.
He has given us varied displays of Batum and
Armenia within the past five years, and his collections of these countries, together with
Georgia. and Azerbaijan, are undoubtedly among the most outstanding of their kind.
Mr.Hughes
is survived by his son, to whom we offer our sincerest sympathy.
"W.E.H." was the pioneer investigator of the stamps of the Caucasian republics
and his loss is a severe blow to those who collect Transcaucasiana.
As a student of the
stamps themselves he excelled, and it is pleasant to know that very many of hie findings

have either been published or otherwise made available in manuscript form.
His "Postage
Stamps of Batum", published in 1935, is the standard text on the subject, and the thorough
investigation of the Tree Type lithographed stamps will always remain a monumental piece of
philatelic research.
Mr.Hughes' painstaking examination of lithographed stamps is also
evidenced in his "Postage Stamps of Georgia" (1951) and his notes on the stamps of
Azerbaijan (available from the Library in mss. form).
A great many articles from his pen
have appeared in past issues of the Journal, as well as in 'Stamp Collecting' and 'Gibbons'
Stamp Monthly'.
He also had a specialised interest in Air Mail and First Flight covers and he
himself published some of the earliest literature on these intriguing subjects.
His booklet
"Stamp8 of the Flying Post" which appeared in 1922, was followed in 1930 by a series of
pamphlets called "Chronicles of Icarus" which contained articles incorporating much
original research on early flights.
However, his philatelic interests were by no means
confined to these subjects and he also published in 1929 a pamphlet on German Handstamped
Franks of 1923, and his articles in 'G.S.M.' have embraced such diverse subjects as Latvia
and Morocco Agencies.

H. WERTH

We deeply regret to announce that Mr.H.Werth, of Nottingham, passed away on
9th. January 1957.
Mr.Werth, one of our oldest members, was born in Russia and had a
general Russian collection.
Although unable to attend meetings he was keenly interested
in our activities and contributed to the Journal.
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MUTE CANCELLATIONS OF WORLD WAR I (CONTINUED)
by Dr. Gregory B. Salisbury and Fritz Freitag
It has been the good fortune of one of the authors (Dr.G.B.S.) to purchase an
immense collection of mute cancellations on letter envelopes, post cards, and on piece from
Richard Estka, formerly of Lithuania.
The collection not only substantiates the•identified
types which we have presented to our readers, but likewise gives new ones, not previously
known, as well as the identification of those whic~ were tentatively listed to date.
Needless to say, we cannot proceed with new tables until we have given you additional
material dealing with the previous listings.
Mr.Estka, who was a stamp dealer in Lippstadt, Westf. Germany; prior to coming
to the U.S. · was a stamp collector as well, and his holdings were particularly strong in the
Baltics.
MaD¥ of the letters with mutes were sent to Svenson's book shop in Riga, as well
as to another book store in the _same town.
The contents of letters and post cards indicate
genuine correspondence and not philatelic mail.
40. Post card from Doblen to Riga, .,ent Aug. 11, 1914 to a book store with an
order on the back of the card as well as a commercial rubber stamp.
This was shown in Table
Hof last instalment as Ha.
41. Envelope of a letter from Kukenhausen to Riga, mute cancellations applied
to a 4 kop. Romanov and a stamped envelope stamp overprinted with 3 kop. in black. This
mute was illustrated before as H6.
42. Post Card from Mi tau or Mitava, Aug. 19th. 1914 to Riga.
It has a message
from a book dealer to a book dealer, and has an identifying commercial printed heading.
There is another mute of same deign on a loose 7 kop. Romanov stamp, added to show a clearer
illustration of the cancellation H33. Note the .censor mark,- which is incidentally in purple.
43. This is a commercial post card from Mitava to Riga.
It was posted on Aug.
8, 1914.
Please note similarity to H26 of last instalment.
This mute, as well as the
previous ones given, are in black.

44. ·This is on a letter from Rigmansdorf to Kokenhusen. This is included among
the squares because there are definite squares in the black postmark, and these are often
seen on smaller stamps such as Arms Type, as such, and on loose small stamps can be quite
confusing.
The back of the letter, besides having a backstamp of Kokenhusen, has a Red
Cross cachet of the Riga District Local Committee of the Riga Society of Red Cross.
45. This is a letter from Paritschi to Riga, addressed to Svenson and it was
posted on Sept. 12, 1914.
The cancellation is a square of five by five little squares, 25
in number, black in colour.
The postmark on the back ms a Riga machine cancellation.
46. This is a registered letter from Uriev, with a purple Uriev registration
cachet, with "3" or "Z", and registry number.
It is a business letter sent to Riga,
Expeditzia of Riga Newspaper "Rigascke Zeitung".
The back of the envelope is clearly shown
in the illustration.
This is a mute in black, and it is aimilar to the previous one, No. 45,
but the cancellation is larger.
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47.
This mute is on piece, and it shows the squares of Siedletz.
The 48 mute
is that of Zolotonoscha, shown earlier as H35, the 49 mute or Segeweld was shown before as
H29, while 50 or Riga is a previously shown c37.

ADDENDA TO THE PREVIOUS TABLES.
B57 and B58 are mutes of Hallist, the latter mute is on a loose stamp, shown to
note the variation in thickness of the outline of the design due to the thicker ink and
heavier blow of the cancelling device.
B57 is on a post card to Riga, and _is a commercially
ident;ified card mailed on Aug. 11, 1914.
·
A34 is a new mute, it is of Taivola, identified as such in ·a personal letter sent
on Aug. 22, 1914 to Kokenhusen.
The receipt cancellation is shown near the mute.
A35 i~
a commercial post card from Revel, identifying same, having the firm's name and Revel address
printed on the back.
It was mailed on Aug. 11, 1914, by a bookseller named Ferdinand
Wasserman.
B59 is a Hasenpoth mute, showing a circle with a black circle within, and E.R.
lett!;3rs in the centre, in white.
This is a new mute to us, and it is ·_on a letter card
date~ Aug. 12, 1914 to Riga, with the identifying address on the back, heading a letter to
a Riga bookseller.
B60 is a commercially identified mute of Goldingen, near Riga.
B61 is a
Revel mute, on a commercial envelope, sent from the publishing house of an Estonian firm
"People's Life", an Estonian newspaper "Tallin Udised", in Revel.
B62 is a new mute of Paritschi, on a letter sent to Riga, to . Svenson.
B63
is a mute of Wenden on a letter to Svenson in Riga.
B64 is a new Minsk mute, while A3 is
a p'lµ'ple mute of' Muhlgraben.
A36 is a mute of Vilna, shown on a commercial envelope, 31 Aug. 1914, sent to
It shows a receipt cancellation of Pskov
on phe back of the envelope.
Along side it is the D25 of Vilna.

an engineer in a linenspinning factory in Pskov.

C39 is a new mute of Bergdorf, Kherson Gub. identified as such on the back of
a commercially identified envelope, sent on Sept. 2, 1914.
The name is a puzzler, being
Teutonic, however the letter is identified as Bergdorf, Kherson Gub., Tiraspol district,
Pastor O.Zeinde.
Evidently it was a German settlement, having its own church, and German
name of locale.
E27 is a post card from Kherson, dated Aug.6, 1914, commercial card sent to a
bookstore in Riga.
E43 is a commercial envelope from Postal St~tion of Zaporojie-Kamenskoe
Ekaterin. gub. from a South Russian Dnieper Metallurgical Company, to a book store in Riga
on 12.X.1914 showing mutes on two Romanovs, 3k. and ?k., as well as receipt cancellation
of Riga - machine cancelled.
G20 is a post card from Dubno, a new mute, of six concentric
rings and a bull's eye, sent on Aug. 25, 1914, commercially identified on the back of the
card, sent to Riga, to a book store.
Gl3 is a Grodno mute on a card to Riga, sent on Sept.
26, 1914, properly identified on the back, and on a purple cachet of a Lutherian Evangelical
Church.
Dl5 is a Kishinev mute, on a commercial envelope, while F8 is a portion of a
commercial envelope of Bachr"tt, sent from an Azov-Don commercial bank in that city.
In the next instalment we continue with the study of other designs.
We may add
that E.Bruhl, who was the author of several articles on mutes in the old Rossica Journal
is still alive.
Thi~ is great news, and we sincerely hope that we may hear from him in the
near future.
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It is indeed a pleasant change to have material ready for this column so soon
after the appearance of the last Journal.

REBLIES;
The question about the. Tavriz Russian Consulate Postmark was not a leg-pull, as
been suggested, but an oversight.
The answer, of course, is to be found on page 347
of the Journal.

h8,3

To date only one additional cover franked with a Tiflis Rouletted stamp has been
reported.
The question as to the whereabouts of Gaudan has brought the following information
from Mr.Tchilinghirian;Gaudan is at the northern end of the 'Gaudan Pass', which is the main frontier
crossing between Transcaspia and the Persian province of Khorassan.
It is situated south
of Askhabad, aru:eas t of Firyuza.
The main road leading from Meshed to Transcaspia ~es in
a north-westerly direction, through Kushan, Bajgiran and the Gaudan Pass, to Gaudan lon .
Russian territory), and from there to Askhabad and the Transcaspian Railway.
This position
of Gaudan as a kind of frontier Post Office explains the incidence of transit markings.from
this place oft mail originating from Meshed, and also on mail addressed from the Khanat~ of
Bukhara to Meshed and other towns in Persi!:l-, as all this mail had to go through the Pass in
questic,m.
There is no other practicable road further east (although the Transcaspian'
Railway looks much nearer Meshed on the map at the level of Dushak or Tedjen, for instance)
because there are 10,000 foot high mountains barring the way.
Incidentally, this MeshedKushan-Bajgiran-Gaudan-Askhabad stretch was widely used by the trucks carrying British
lease-lend supplies from India ±o Russia during the last war.
Mr.Kethro gave similar information, and kindly supplemented it with a sketch map.

may

There are more fresh queries than for a long time past, and' ! think some of them
prove quite interesting.
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Colour Changelings.
Some Russian stamps, particularly Soviet issues, are lmown with distinct colour
changes.
For instance the 15 kop. deep blue, S.G.1957 No.558J (in earlier catalogues
this stamp was numbered 558G) has been found almost entirely changed to buff, though traces
of the blue normal colour can be seen.
Yet ordinary copies of this stamp appear quite
incapable of change even when extreme chemical reagents are tried.
Would any member
having copies of this or other Russian stamps which have changed colour, or who can throw
any light on this problem, please give full particulars, and in the case of other stamps,
the colour of the normal and the colour to which it has changed.
Burgas.
Has anyone a postmark of this office on stamps of Russian Levant (or Russia)
dated later than 1886, if so, what date?

Has anyone a postmark of this Office on stamps of Russian Levant (or Russia)
dated prior to May 1877? If so, what date and on what stamps?
Has anyone a postmark from this port on Russian or Russian Levant stamps?
Full particulars desired.
Khiva and DRrgan-Ata.
Has anyone a postmark from either of these Offices?

Full particulars desired.

Could any member su~ply details of the Coats of Arms of the followi~ Zemstvos?
VELSK (Vologda); KOH.CHEVA (Tver); CHERKASSY (Don Cossacks); DONETZ (Don Cossacks); ROSTOV
(Don Cossacks); DONEPROVSK ( Tavrida); MELITOPOL ( Tavrida); DUKOVSHTCHINA ( Smolensk).
I have been shown a pair of Russia, 45R. black and blue of Nov. 1922 issue
(S. G. 283; Scott 283) with overprint "ABMO'' ( or cancellation) in dull black, probably made
with a rubber stamp.
The stamps are on thin card, possibly part of' a commercial form of
some kind, but are not t~ed to it by the overprint or cancellation.
Illustrated at the top of the previous page is an extraordinary overprint in
dull violet found on a 7 kop. Romanov stamp. The postmark, which is also illustrated is
clearly over the overprint, and would certainly seem to be St.Petersburg. It looks as if
someone was guilty of some funny business, but can anyone throw any light on it?
Has any member S.G.169 (Scott 135) lOR. Russia used on cover with a Harbin or
Pekin postmark, or other P.0. 1 s in China or ~lanchuria.
S.G.221 (Scott 201) 250R. exists tete-beche.
with the overprint 7500R.(or lOO,OOOR.)?

Does it also exist tete-beche

The 15k. perf and imperf. 1922 with Hammer and Sickle overprint has one stamp
in the sheet re-engraved.
It is slightly larger than the others, 23.0 x 16.8 mm. as
against 22. 5 x 16. 5 mm.
This stamp is also lmown without the overprint.
This stamp
is said to be No.10 in the pane, though which pane is not lmown.
Any information will be
welcome.
Replies and further Notes or Queries for this column should be sent to;C.W.Roberts, Shepton House, Shepton Beauchamp, Ilminster, Somerset.
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(1) This is in German, reading DOBLEN POSTEXPEDITION, with the date inserted in
msr It is on a stampless cover with a two-line VINDAVA postmark. It went from VINDAVA
14; July 1840, via DOBLEN, 19 July 1840 and BEKHOF to BIXTEN.
(2) KIEV DISPATCHED, 8 Sept.
1847 occurs on a stampless cover which went via RADZIVILOV and BRODY to VIENNA.
It beers
also a green transit mark RUSSIE.
(3) ST.PNI'ERSBURG lST.DEPARTMENT, 15 FEB. 1857. This
is on a lOk. stationery envelope with narrow tailed eagle, addressed to Warsaw.
We showed
a similar mark for the 5TH.DEPARTMENT inour Journal No.19, p.550,
(4) KAZAN DESPATCH
15 AUG.1859. This early Kazan Despatch postmark is struck on the reverse of a cover from
Kazan to St.Petersburg.
(5) RIGA DEPARTMENT ON RAILWAY, 7 MARCH 1867 YEAR. This reads
"OTDIE. RIZH. NA ZH. mm." and the Russian "p"' for "r" is reversed like a "q" in each of the
three ,words where it is used. It is on a COill!Ilercial cover bearing a 10k. on horizontally
laid paper, from Riga to Warsaw.
(6) RADOMYSL NO. oval postmark. There is a whole array
of these oval postmarks with a number in the centre.
They all seem to come from the territor~
of the Ukraine and are very rarely seen. Their place of origin is hardly ever decipherable.
The "N" sign for "number" with its artistically embellished ornamentation seems to have
served the purpose of numbering the scarce correspondence of the earlier days. This one has
a ms. "l" and is on a 10k. stationeq envelope with narrow-tailed eagle, without date,
addressed to Kamienets Poa.olsk.
( 7) KORO~"'TISHEV KIEV. An oval postmark which is not
either a T.P.O. or steamer cancellation is very unusual in the 20th. century.
(8)
ROVENSKOE <Jl'DIELENIE TEL. P., PSKOVSKOE GUB. KHOLM5'K,U.
This 1922 postmark is from
a small postal station in the suburbs of Kholm. The date has been filled in by ms.
--68( -

At the end of the Russian Levant serction of the Faberge Sale of January 15th.
and 16th. 1940, there were half a dozen lots of Russian stamps used in the Post Offices in

China,
The only Post Offices represented in these items were PEKIN, TIEN TSIN and a
mysterious TSAU TSAU.
This was included in Lot 346, which consisted of two stamps, each
a lOk, of 1866, one with the rectangular TIEN TSIN postmark, and the other with, according
to the catalogue, a straight line postmark of' TSAU TSAU.

I saw this lot at the time and made a hurried note in my catalogue that the
Russian characters representing what the auctioneer's describer thought was TSAU TSAU, (and
in my ignorance at that time, I had no reason to'doubt it) were preceded by the letters
"P.S." for Postal Station.
For years now collectors have been trying to find TSAU TSAU on maps of China,
but without success.
When Mr. Tchilinghirian was working on the China section of the
"Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" book he asked me if I had any information about
this elusive place, and all that I could tell him was that, according to my notes in the
Faberge Sale catalogue, it was a postal station.
He then obtained from the owner an
enlarged photograph of the item and sent it to me for comment.
On seeing it, I immediately
recognis&d it as a single circular postmark of P.S.RUTSAU, as illustrated by Prigara,
Plate VII, No.13 and mentioned in our Journal No.17, p.515.
It is, of course, in Kurland.
Mr.Tchilinghirian has kindly suggested that I should put this note in the
Journal to prevent a.~y further fruitless search for a town which is not in China, before
the book appears.
It may interest readers to know that there is some doubt also about the
correctness of the interpretation of the postmark in Lot 348. This is described as;"20k., two used together with large rectangular postmark 'P.K. 1 (PEKIN)"
This item was illustrated on p.105 of the U.S.S.R. 'KATALOG POCHTOVIIKJI MAR.OK',
included in the plates of postmarks taken from von Bochmann's book.
It is very unlikely that the letters "P.K." stand for PEKIN. They are almost
certainly th-a initials of POCHTOVAYA KONTORA, but which post office they represent is still
a mystery.
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RUSSIAN FIELD POfil' OF THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR 1904 - 1905;

ADDENDA NO. 2

by Kurt Adler
The yea:r 1956 was very fruitful as far as the research on the Russo-Japanese
Field Post Cancellations was concerned.
This is even more remarkable if one thinks that we
have already passed the half-century mark of the beginning and the end of that war, and that
covers from inside Russia are almost unobtainable.
We have it from impeccable sources that
collectors in the Soviet Union until this moment are not at all interested in the postal
history of the Imperial times.
What material there must have been was partly destroyed
during the two world wars, partly suffered the fate of so much old correspondence, to be
cleaned out by the.children and grandchildren of the former addressees, or to be lost by
Very little of this war correspondence went to foreign
moving from one town to another.
countries, and we do not have the good fortune to draw from business firms like the Schroeder
and Schyler wine firm in Bordeaux which was so instrumental in helping us to discover many
early Imperial postmarks, just by the fact that their correspondence was carefully filed and
kept for more than a century.
Had it not been for the correspondence of a few lady members of the Svenson
family, we would know almost nothing about the 1904-5 F.P.0.'s.
These ladies resided
partly in Kiev, partly in Riga, partly in different summer resort places.
Their relatives
and friends wrote them frequently from the front, usually even giving the name of some village
thus establishing the sequence of some troop movements and F.P.0. 1 s during that time.
The
Svenso.ns must have been a very well known family of Baltic origin, their correspondence is
mostly in German, sometimes, probably because of censorship restrictions, in Russian.
We
are sure that some collectors will be able to give us detailed information about this family
and we would welcome such.
Is there any relationship between them and the editor of the
handbook on Ukraine Tridents of the same name?

Below, the reader will find the latest additions to the different categories
of F.P.O.'s, as published in Nos.16 and 19 of our Journal.
It is suggested that this research be kept going for another year ot two before printing a final list which would correlate and put into philatelic order all the gathered information.
The author's thanks, this time, go to Dr.- G.B.Salisbury, fi,r bringing him in
touch with a Baltic dealer who only lately has come out of Europe with a stack of valuable
covers, and to Dr. A.H.Wortman, for untiringly collecting data and material about this phase
of Russian philately.
Addenda No.2.
Stars. Letters Circle Dute Dato type.
or
Numbers
(A) Main Field Post Office.
A9 Glavnaya Polev. Pocht Kant
xx
v
d 18.10.04 d
K.Adler
(on postcliltl with pair of 2 kop. stamps to Bohemia written in Czech by a woman, probably
a nurse with purple cachet "District Staff of District Hospital of 3rd. Manchurian .Arntf".
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(B) Field Post Offices.
Bl2

No.17 Polev. Pocht. Kon.
l
s
Dr.A.H.Wort
3
man
(With additional round T.P.O. Cane. 262 (Kharbin-Manchuli)
(This is one of the continued F.P.O. from the Boxer Revolt, as discussed in the former
article. Dr. Wortman suggests that this F.P.O. was stationed in Poitt .Arthur).

(c) Reserve Field Post Offices.
C5

06

·4 Zapaen. Polev. Pocht. Kont.
5 Zapasn. · Polev. Pocht. Koht.
(In the first there is a purple cachet; 11 2nd.
In the second a square cachet; "Warehouse of
·
in the

v( b)
d
1 K.Adler
xx
a
d
1 K.Adler
Sapper Battalion".
H.I.M. Alexandra Feodorovna for the army
field")
xx

(D) Army and Arm,y Corps Field Post also Headquarters F.P.
D24 Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 10th. Arm:• Korpusa
D25
do.
D26 Polevaya P.K.Gl.Kv.3 Manchur.Arm.
D27 Shtab (Staff) 3 Sib.Arm.Korp.Pocht.Kont.

1
2
1

v(b)

s

s
s

s

9.9.05 3 K.Adler
27.7.04 3 K.Adler
?
3 K.Adler
27.10.04 1 K.Adler

(E) Field Post Offices with Town Names.

E3 Lyaoyan Polev.Pocht.Kont.

x
b(&)
d
5.6.04 1 K.Adler
E4 Girin Karp.Poch.Tel Kon.
3
s
27.9.04 3 Kr.A.H.
(in the first there is a bue cachet; "6th.Sotnia of lst.Argunsk Regiment")
Wortman.
(F) Field Post Telegraph Offices.

F5 Polevoye Tel Otd. No.34
1
s
13.7.05 3 K.Adler
F6 Shanghaiguan Pol. Tel.Ot.Priam.Ok.
1
s
27. 7.02 3 Col.Latham
(with lirst a bue postmark and on back a purple cachet; '1st. i\rgunsk Zabaikalsk. Kossack
Soldiers'.
The second item, another postmark dating from the time of the Boxer
Rebellion.
Its use during the actual war of 1904-5 has yet to be established).
(G) Postmarks from Theatre of War without special Field Post designation.
Gl7 R.R.Mail Car No.198
Gl8
Gl9
G20
G21
G22

dd 18.7.05

s
3 red cachet;'Field
Telefaph Dep. No.l. 1 K.1uller
(post~':rd from Kansk to Tomashov.Petr.Gub. arrival pmk. 29.7.05
Khabarovsk
s
7 purple cachet;
'Kharbarovsk mobile No.5 Hospital'
K.Mler
Mukden
xx
b(~)
d
blue cachet;
'3rd. Eastern Siberian Mountain artillery Brigade
K.Adler.
T.P.0.266 Port .Arthur-Kharbin dd 17.1.05 Oval RR cane. purple cachet; '2nd. Division
of 45th • .Artillery Park' : ,
K.Adler
Irkutsk R.R.P.O. round RR cane. dd. 15.3.05
1
s
3 black cachet;
'lst. Comp. of 2nd. Sapper Battalion'
K.Adler
Stantsia Kornilovka Sibirsk. Zh.D. dd 13.13.04
d
green cachet;
'Telegraphnaya Otd. 16th. Sapper Battalion'
K.Adler
?
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BOOK REVIEW

''THE

TRIDENT ISSUES OF THE UKRAINE - PART V ; SPECIAL ISSUES"

by C.W..lloberts, Shepton House, Shepton Beauchamp, Ilminster, Somerset.

With this Part V, just published, the series of handbooks dealing with the
Trident Issues ot the Ukraine is brought to completion, and English-speaking collectors now
have at their disposal, in the five sections published, a highly-specialised study of these
complicated issues, with all the information necessary to separate the genuine types from the
many forgeries recorded, and with a mass of other valuable data of the greatest help to the
student of these stamps.
This last section is produced in the same improved manner as Parts III and Iv
and includes the familiar features of a photographic reproduction of an outstanding piece
(consisting this time of a Money Transfer Card franked with one of the rare SARNY provisionals),
and of three plates of illustrations of the various "special types", admirably drawn as ueual
by Mr.I.L.G.Baillie.
The extensive priced Check-Lists are particularly valuable in this '
case, since most of the types dealt with in this Part V are not to be found in other catalogues
published in the English language.
The first reaction of this reviewer after reading this last section was that
its preparation must have necessitated a larger amount of study and research than for all
other Parts put together, and Mr.Roberts is to be congratulated on managing to acquire such
a comprehensive knowledge on these little known stamps, and on imparting it to his readers in
such a clear way.
The types of Tridents dealt with in Parts I to IV were the main standard
types, which had been listed in catalogues right from the beginning, were available in large
quantities, and had been extensively studied ever since their production.
In other words,
their story was comparatively well-known, and the research work carried for more than thirty
years 'by many students had already solved a considerable number of problems, and shown the
way for the further sensational results achieved by Mr.Roberts and his collaborators, such
as the identification of the Kha.rkov and other multi-stamps.
On the other hand, in the case of the "special types" dealt with in this Part V,
material was generally speaking either unavailable or extremely hard to get, the status of
the stamps themselves was in many cases still shrouded in mystery, and the only information
available consisted of summarised lists of recorded denominations in the German Sonder-Katalog,
or in the Soviet Specialised Catalogue of 1927 (with the notable exception of the Kiev Type
I multi-stamps used at Chernigov and Zhitomir, which had been elaborately classified by Dr.
Seichter in recent years).

Now, for the first time to the knowledge of this reviewer, Part V gives Englishspeaking collectors a glimpse of the story of these "special types", and a summary of known
facts concerning them.
This story is perhaps incomplete - no one could really expect it to
be complete - and the few facts made available only increase the desire of the collector to
hear more, but this commendable beginning should allow students to take up the research work
on these stamps from the point where Mr.Roberts has now brought it, and carry it further
ahead.
Another important asset in the Part V Check-Lists consists in pain-staking
efforts tp separate denominations recorded as between those which are definitely known to
exist nowadays, and those which had been recorded in the past, but no examples of which appear
to exist at this time, at least on this side of the Iron Curtain.
This is a major step
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forward. On the other hand, fresh denominations missing in the Soviet Catalogue have been
recorded. in some cases, and these are of course included in the Check-Lists.
The types of Tridents listed in Part V are divided into four distinct sections,
according to Mr.Roberts' estimate of their status, and Mr.Roberts is careful to s~ress
in his Introduction that this method of classification is his and there is no need, for
others to follow it.
As he anticipates, there is bound to be considerable d';isagreement
among Ukraine collectors on this classification, but this should be all to the good, as,
provided this disagreement is voiced by proponents of other forms of classification in
the columns of this magazine, it should lead to a healthy discussion of the merits of each
type, and shed more light on a subject which has not been adequately covered so far.
The main controversy will probably centre round the so-called "Bright Types",
coming from the Odessa Postmaster's collection. Except for one Kiev hand.stamp, these types
have not been recognised by the U.P.V.
Mr.Roberts' account of their story, as given in
Section 2 of Part V, makes very interesting reading, and it is to be hoped that Dr.Seichter
will follow with an article outlining the reasons for the attitude adopted by the U.P.V.
as a:n open discussion of the pros and cons may succeed in clarifying the status of the
one hundred or so stamps concerned.
Tbe 38 typo~ listed in Section 1 are unlikely to cause any similar disagreement;
an interesting feature of this section is the description of forgeries of the SDOLBUNOVO
and NOVOBIELITZA very scarce hand.stamps.
Section 3, where Mr.Roberts lists types which may be genuine, but where there
is insufficient evidence to be quite definite, comprises inter alia the "Townsend Types"
of GOMEL, Type lB of ODESSA, - reclassified in Part Vas a three-stamp - and the so-called
"Popoff Type" of Podolia, this latter listed for many years by the U.P.V., but considered
by both Mr.Roberts and Dr.Seichter as of most questionable status.
Section 4, devoted to "Philatelic Issues", comprises the Kiev Tridents on
Romanovs, including the Ministerial Issue, (two types of which are described), the
Trachtenberg printings of Odessa, the Dzenis printings of Kharkov, and a number of
Yekaterinoslav types, the rarest of which is a small trident believed to be a private
overprint of the East Asiatic Bank in that town.
The KHERSON tridents are given a full listing in Section 2, and their forgeries
are described and illustrated, as usual.
It is not practically possible, in a short review as this, to comment in greater
detail on the numerous types of Tridents covered in Purt V: readers must find out by reading
the book themselves, and it can be stated that they should find the subject captivating,
and its coverage most intriguing.
S.D.TCHILINGHIRIAN.
(Copies of the above book may be obtained from Mr.Roberts - address on previous page price 12/6d. plus 6d. postage.
Members of the B.S.R.P. may order at the privileged price
of 10/6d. plus 6d. postage).
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BOOK llli"'VIEW

POSTAGE

STAMPS-

OF

ARMENIA
PART THREE

THE HH MONOGRAMS
S. D. TCHILINGHIRIAN
P T

ASHFOR0

The latest book by Messrs.
S.D.Tchilinghirian and P.T.Ashford
will be welcomed by their many
friends and students of the postage
stamps of Armenia. The two former
parts covering the Framed and
Unframed H.P. Monograms may have
left the student somewhat in doubt.
With the publication of Part III
"The H.H.Monograms" there is no
excuse for any doubt, a clear and
thorough presentation being given.
Indeed, for comprehensiveness and
at the same time detailed
information on the many problems
involved, all within its sixty
pages, it would be hard to find
a book of better value than this.
The same meticulous care, we have
come to expect from these authors,
is again evident.

One can only briefly indicate the scope of the field covered when the infant
Republic of .Armenia was in the throes of revolution and iU:lation had begun to rear its

ugly head.
Now the student's worst fears are put to rest with the classification of these
The handstamps used for this new type of monogram
miniature gems of the engraver's art.
were made from metal and not rubber as employed with their pre~ecessors, thus giving a
much clearer impression and eliminating the "human factor".
The authors classify only one type of genuine handstamp for the 1, 3, 25, 50,
and 100 Rouble denominations, whilst three types are listed for the 5 Rouble, and two types

The student is thus freed from the various
for the 10 Roubles. No sub-types are listed.
Everything not conforming to the genuine
doubtful types met with in previous issues.
type is relegated to the list of the 75 forgeries so far discovered.
The illustrations, many of which have been enlarged, are very much improved,
giving the greatest assistance for identification of the host of forgeries. Identification
of the genuine monograms may now be made with the greatest of ease, for no less than four
tests can be applied. Nevertheless, I should have preferred to see the illustrations of
the forged types clear of the genuine types.
The relegation of Kohl's Type 1 of the 100 R. to the group of forgeries will
undoubtedly give rise to controversy, but the authors bring forward irrefutable proof that
this is where it belongs.
Many new varieties are listed for the first time, notable being the "10" no
value type, which receives a more detailed description than given in 'Gibbons' Stamp
The listing of the 5R. on 3R. on 5k., error corrected, will
Monthly' of September 1956.
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please the many fortunate possessors of this rare variety, as well the other three errors
corrected varieties.
Fortunately the discovery of these four varieties came too late to
be subjected to the wiles of the forger.
The grouping of the forgeries into eleven family groups is a masterly piece of
reconstruction, well meriting the heading of this Chapter "A Forger's Paradise".
Herein
the collector will find some consolation for the forgeries he is certain to possess.
There is no need to discard these fraudulent types as they may be arranged under the
family grouping, thus forming a valuable sideline collection which can be of invaluable
assistance for future reference.

The long and detailed check-list, included at the end of the book, does not
altogether meet with my approval.
In my opinion the prices may well have been upgraded.
The genuine monograms, when eventually weeded out from the forgeries, will prove to be
very much in the minority. We may therefore find hitherto substantial collections now
considerably reduced.
The inclusion of the various shades, some very scarce, may cause
the collector some concern, but a reference to Part I will prove of the greatest assistance
in this respect.
I must talce the authors to task for rather diffidently apologising in the opening sentence of the work for the increased cost of the book. No serious student will
begrudge the price · -f or this truly amazing piece of philatelic research.
Personally, I
have recouped myself many times with only a few finds.
I have no hestitation in awarding two bars to the D.s.o. already awarded by the
late Stanley Phillips to the B.S.R.P. who have sponsored this work of major philatelic
interest.
w.s.E.STEPHEN,
(Copies of this Part III may be obtained from Mr.P.T.Ashford, 20 Bayham Road,
Knowle, Bristol 4, price 20/- post free (u.s. and Canada, t3.oo).
Copies of Parts I and
II of this work are still at present available, price 7/6d. post free each part (U.S. and
Canada, ,31.15)
0

0

0

OUR JOURNAL
Owing to the rising cost of printing, photography, paper and postage during the
last two years it has become increasingly difficult to produce this Journal.
To cut
expenditure and to enable us to eventually increase our scope, we have purchased an up-todate duplicating machine which prints both script and photogrpphs.
This number has been produced with the new machine and we hope our members will
be pleased with the change-over.
We are greatly indebted to our Bristol members, Messrs. W.E.Kethro, P.T.Ashford,
We are sure our members will
appreciate their practical co-operation.
and I.L.G.Baillie, who have volunteered to reproduce it.

J.B.
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